
Subscription Billing

BUY VS.
BUILD

Charging your customers is the lifeblood of your business.

If you don’t charge them correctly and efficiently, you don’t turn a profit.

But systems for subscription billing are rarely cut and dry. They need to be customized and that takes loads of time and 
work.

So, do you purchase a platform like Chargify to handle it? Or do you create a custom build to fit specific needs? 

Let’s take a look at the buy vs. build debate. 

Billing isn’t the most exciting part of your brand. But it’s critical to getting paid and keeping customers happy.

Developers on your team aren’t there for billing. They are there to make your product better. 

And hiring new developers is expensive. 

A big part of the subscription billing iceberg effect relates to all the nuances you don’t think you’ll need, but find 
out are necessary to scale. 

You can’t and won’t plan for everything up front, especially when subscription billing is not a core competency for 
your company.

Today’s subscription billing for SaaS is diverse, and fits multiple target markets: 

And these change rapidly while your business scales and caters to different offers, needs, and markets. 

Sinking your time and money into developing a full-scale billing system from scratch brings the focus away from 
your actual product, limiting it’s potential success and strength in the market. 

Good billing systems need: 

Common billing bottlenecks include:

Time Is Money: Focus On Your Core Competencies

Move Faster & Scale Successfully
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“Using Chargify has eliminated the need for a 
full-time developer (or two) to maintain our 
complex billing needs.”

-Jess Garza, CEO, Earth Class Mail

Having faulty billing
at launch

Experimenting re-
quires new coding each 

time

Changing price points 
or packages can’t 

happen in real-time

Revenue hits from 
failed and delinquent 

payments

Control through the 
revenue lifecycle is 

lacking

BOOTSTRAP

$99 / month
up to 1000 MAU’s

STARTUP

$299 / month
up to 4000 MAU’s

then $29/1k extra

GROWTH

$699 / month
up to 20,000 MAU’s

UNICORN

Custom
Infinite MAU’s

“In a business like ours where we’re constantly 
innovating, updating, and evolving at a fast pace, 
we expect the same of our billing platform, which 
Chargify definitely delivers on.”

-Robert Kern, CTO & Co-Founder, PredictHQ

“For years we tried to build and manage billing internally to 
the point where we had a dedicated Engineer to it. Then, we 
found Chargify. Within a month we had completely
migrated every customer, gained an entire resource back, 
were able to plug into analytics that were never previously 
available and most importantly cut down failed billing
renewals. Chargify is now a core part of our business and 
has enabled us to implement promotions and upsells that 
we never had access to in our homegrown system. Chargify 
has made our business much stronger!”

-Uri Foox, Founder, Zoey

Today’s subscription businesses rely on continuous interactions with their customers and must always be able 
to provide a positive customer experience.

Provide A Better Experience For Your Customers

50% of lost customers are due to expired credit cards and failed transactions. That is a lot of churn that could be 
avoided.

With a pre-built system like Chargify, dunning is completely 
customizable for: 

Retain Customers (And Revenue) Longer

A faulty custom-built system will: 

Clog support
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Businesses have a beautiful subscription management interface: 

Common billing bottlenecks include:

Welcome email
on signup

Trial ending
notification

Upcoming renewal 
notice

When and how to send 
dunning emails

Retry schedules Cancellation actions 
and emails

Receipt after
successful transaction

Card on file
expiring soon

Bottom line: building often results in poor customer experiences, resulting in churn and stagnant growth. 

Bottom line: churn is inevitable, but it’s easier to manage and prevent with a pre-built system. 

Bottom line: analytics are critical to any business. Building custom dashboards can cost a fortune, and 
they might be lacking in data. 

Bottom line: focus on strategic development of what really matters, like your product.

Bottom line: Friction points in the billing bottleneck limit new and existing subscription businesses 
from moving at the speed required to remain competitive and scale successfully.
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Understanding the health of your business via subscription analytics is imperative.

Without analytics, you are flying blind. 

DIY integrations on top of payment gateways do not provide any subscription metrics, meaning you either have 
to build your own or purchase costly third-party analytics tools.

Analytics are critical for

Understand The Health of Your Business

Buying vs. Building Comparison

Optimizing pricing Increasing trial 
conversions

Decreasing churn Testing

BUYING BUILDING

!

Building your own logic on top of 

payment gateways results in

endless support tickets related to 

billing and correcting accounts. 

Chargify is built with businesses 

and customers in mind. 

“Dunning” is the process of

attempting to collect payment 

after a payment method fails, 

prior to subscription cancella-

$

Allows you to skip heavy

development, saving your resources 

for growth and product development.

Buying limits both time and money

that custom development demands.

Buying limits your ongoing

development work and need for

third party tools.

Bad customer service can tank sales. 

Buying ensures your systems are 

always running smoothly. 

Each integration takes intense 

coding and more development.

Building lacks support and a ded-

icated staff.

Starting from scratch = high risk 

of future bottlenecks.

then $9/1k extra

with friendly pricing at scale


